15 June 2021
Jim Betts
Secretary
Department of Planning, Industry and Environment
4 Parramatta Square
12 Darcy Street
PARRAMATTA NSW 2150
BY EMAIL: Amy.Watson@planning.nsw.gov.au
Attention: Amy Watson
Dear Amy
Powerhouse Parramatta- SSD10416- Demolition Statement
In accordance with condition C27 of the Powerhouse Parramatta consent (SSD10416), please find
attached Demolition Work Plan and Statement, in relation to the Willow Grove works stage. The
Statement has been completed by Haus Builders Pty Ltd (trading as Schonhaus) who are a licensed
builder (Licence No. 255744C).
Australian Standard 2601-2001 sets out ‘requirements and provides guidance to planners, owners,
engineers, contractors and interested parties on the planning and procedures for the demolition of a
structure.’ As such, a licensed builder is suitably qualified to provide the necessary statement required
by the condition of consent.
The statement is being provided to the Secretary for information.
If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact the undersigned on 0421 595 766.
Yours faithfully,

Tom Kennedy

Parramatta Powerhouse Museum
Willow Grove Works
Demolition Management Plan
Prepared by
Haus Builders
For
Infrastructure NSW
Rev 2
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1.0 Introduction and Project Brief
The creation of the new Powerhouse Parramatta marks the NSW Government’s largest cultural
investment since the Sydney Opera House and for the first time, a State cultural institution will be
located in Western Sydney – in Parramatta, the geographical heart of Sydney.
The new Powerhouse will reflect the communities and cultures of one of Australia’s fastest growing
regions. It will hold First Nations culture at its core and set a new national benchmark in culturally diverse
programming. The new Powerhouse will be highly connected through multiple transport links and
integrate into the fine grain of the city, presenting a program of new large-scale events that will expand
the annual cultural calendar of Sydney.
This Demolition Management Plan has been developed to provide the necessary methodologies and
procedures for the decommissioning of existingservices, demolition of nominated buildings, structures
and footings, services diversions for the Willow Grove site (34 Phillip Street, Parramatta) within the
Powerhouse Parramatta site.
The intent of this demolition management plan is to create an overarching document that details how
the physical works required to meet the specifications will be managed and delivered.
In order to meet the specific requirements of AS 2601-2001 – The Demolition of Structures, site-specific
Work Method Statements will be created by Haus Builders, through detailed inspection and consultation
with staff undertaking the works, which will occur when the site is established.

2.0 Scope of Works
The scope of the Willow Grove Works includes the decommissioning of services, demolition of nonheritage components of the building, deconstruction, packing and storage of heritage fabric, segregation
of wastestreams, removal of piles in the sub structure, disposal of the demolition waste to the licensed
landfill and remediation of the site.

Project site (indicated by green shading)
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All works outlined in this Demolition Management Plan will be undertaken in accordance with relevant
conditions of consent of the Powerhouse Parramatta state significant development application
(SSD10416).

3.0 References
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

SafeWork NSW Demolition Licensing;
SafeWork NSW Friable Asbestos Licensing;
Work, Health and Safety Act 2011;
Work, Health and Safety Regulation 2011;
Protection of the Environment Operations Act 1997 (NSW);
Protection of the Environment Operations (Waste) Regulation 2005 (NSW);
Protection of the Environment Operations (Noise Control) Regulation 2008 (NSW);
Demolition Work Code of Practice;
AS 2601 The Demolition of Structures;
AS 4361.2 Guide to Lead Paint Management;
AS 3000 SAA Wiring Rules;
AS ISO 14004 - 2004-11-15: Environmental management systems - General guidelines on
principles, systems and support techniques;
AS/NZS ISO 14001:2004: Environmental management systems - Requirements with guidance for
use;
AS/NZS ISO 19011:2003 Australian/New Zealand Standard Guidelines for quality and/or
environmental management systems auditing;
Environmental Protection Authority Publication Environmental Guidelines for Major Construction
Sites (1996);
AS 1885.1 – 1990: Workplace injury and disease recording standard;
AS/NZS 4801 - 2001: Occupational Health and Safety Management Systems - Specification with
Guidance for use;
How to Safely Remove Asbestos Code of Practice;
AS/NZS ISO 9001:1994: Quality systems - Model for quality assurance in production, installation
and servicing;
AS/NZS 4581 - 1999: Management System Integration – Guidance to Business, Government and
Community Organisations;
AS/NZS 4804 - 2001: Occupational Health and Safety Management Systems - General guidelines
on principles, systems and supporting techniques;
National Code of Practice for Excavation Work;
Asbestos Blueprint for NSW;
Fire Brigades Act 1989;
Local Government Act 1993;
AS 2865 – 2009 Confined Spaces;
AS 1319 Safety Signs for the Occupational Environment

4.0 GENERAL DEMOLITION TECHNIQUES
Prior to any works commencing, all relevant utility services will be disconnected through engagement of
relevant subcontractors and utility authorities.
Soft strip out works will be conducted at the structure floor by floor starting from the top floor. An
external drop zone will be created and used as a controlled drop zone for debris. Strip out works will be
done utilising conventional demolition methods using hand and power tools with the aid of skid steer
loaders and telehandler to manoeuvre debris.
Upon completion of soft strip out, the mechanical demolition works will commence on non-heritage
components of the building utilising a 7t excavator.
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All heritage components of the building will be removed in accordance with the Relocation Framework
Methodology Plan at Appendix 1.

5.0 PLANNING
An investigation of the structures has been undertaken by Haus Builders. Set out below areitems and
actions that will be implemented during the course of the project.
PROJECT SUPERVISION
At all times during the demolition works, the demolition will be supervised by a competent Supervisor
attached to an approved SafeWork NSW demolition license. As outlined in the Relocation Framework
Management Plan, the Heritage Specialist will supervise works on site as required.

5.1 SITE INVESTIGATION
An investigation of the site has been completed with the following key points noted:
• The location and extent of items to be demolished have been clearly identified;
• Access to electricity and potable water is to be arranged;
• All services (including electrical) to the items to be demolished are to be disconnected priorto
any demolition works commencing;
• The location of adjacent roadways and operational areas has been clearly defined; and
• Even though no impact on existing hardstands, pavements and surrounding areas isanticipated
during the works, their general conditions have been recorded.

5.2 MANAGEMENT PLANS / PROJECT DOCUMENTATION
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Demolition Work Plan;
Work Health and Safety Management Plan;
Environmental Management Plan;
Erosion and Sediment Control Plan;
Traffic Management Plan;
Emergency Management Plan;
Waste Management Plan;
Work Method Statement(s) (WMS);
Waste Recycling Register;

5.3 WEATHER
Daily monitoring of the weather will be undertaken by accessing the online weather bureau website. This
information will be conveyed to the worker(s) at the morning pre start and may have a bearing on the
daily undertakings. More regular monitoring and communications will be undertaken whenever
necessary.
Precautions will be taken to ensure that the stability of all parts of the structure and the safety of
worker(s) on site will be maintained in the event of a sudden and severe change in weather.
In the event the wind reaches levels where the work is deemed to be unsafe or above the loading
conditions (i.e. crane lifts), or when the debris cannot be effectively contained or captured, the work area
will be made safe, and work shall cease, as directed by the Project Director or Demolition Supervisor.

5.4 SITE ACCESS
All internal traffic routes will be defined once the demolition work areas have been clearly identified.
6

5.5 HOURS OF WORK
The hours of work from Monday to Friday will be 7:00am to 6:00pm, with a prestart meeting beginningat
6:30am, and Saturdays from 8:00 AM to 1:00 PM. There will be no work on Sundays unless permission is
expressly given by the consent authority.

6.0 UNDERSTANDING OF SPECIFIC PROBLEMS
The following table details specific issues that may arise during the course of the works and proposed
solutions:
#

1

2

3

Identified Problem

Proposed Solutions

Interactions with, and disturbance of
public (incl. machine-to-machine and
machine-to-personnel interactions)

Project planning;
Extensive communication with Client &Council for
the Project;
Haus Builders & Council Permits;
Worker(s) induction(s).

Traffic interactions (incl. machine-tomachine and machine-to-personnel
interactions)

Project planning;
Adherence to the Traffic Management Plan;
Barricading and flagging wherever necessary;
Ensure local traffic control needs are
communicated;
Haus Builders & Council Permits;
Worker(s) induction(s).

Manual Handling

Induct worker(s) into proper lifting/handling
techniques;
Use mechanical aid whenever possible (e.g
telehandler);
Use correct PPE.

4

Working at heights

Induct worker(s) into WAH procedure;
Ensure worker(s) are trained in WAH;
Edge and / or fall protection (100% hook-upwhen
working close to a live edge);
Spotter(s) whenever required.

5

Objects falling from heights

Maintain proper housekeeping;
Exclusion and drop zones in place.

6

Working in a constricted area (Not a
Confined Space)

Adequate project Planning;
Housekeeping;
Progressive waste removal.

7

Crane lifts

8

Sub-contractor engagement on site

Project planning;
No work under suspended loads;
Engineered lift studies for complex / criticallifts;
Management of
interaction
between
demolition and crane lifts;
Exclusion zones.
Induct sub-contractor into Company policies;

7

9

Public concerns

Refer public contact to Communications Manager;
Induct worker(s)
into
Communication
Protocol.

7.0 SITE ORGANISATION
7.1 PERIMETER FENCING
Hoardings will be used along the site perimeter during the demolition phase of the project.

7.2 DEMOLITION CONTROLLED ZONE(S)
The demolition work zones within the site will be physically separated from other operational and public
areas. Only worker(s) who have been inducted with the authority of the Demolition Supervisor may enter
the Demolition Controlled Zone(s).

7.3 BARRICADING AND SIGNAGE
The site will be barricaded and signposted at the perimeter to define the area and prevent access from
unauthorised personnel.
Barricading will consist of a combination of existing barriers (fences etc.) as well as temporary fencing
and scaffold hoarding. Appropriate signage will be installed where applicable.
Barricading will be checked regularly to ensure it is fit for purpose.

7.4 MATERIALS PROCESSING AREA(S)
A materials processing area will be set up within the fenced perimeter. The exact location(s) will vary
dependent on the location of the particular item or structure being demolished at any given time.
Materials (concrete and bricks, etc.) will be locally stockpiled per task within close proximity of its origin,
but allowing for safe processing, segregation, and loadout works as to avoid disruption of demolition
progress. The location of each processing area will be clearly identified in the specific Work Method
Statement(s) and at the Daily Pre-Start Meetings.

7.5 FIRST AID
At a minimum one certified First Aid worker(s) shall be on site full time during the works to administer
First Aid in the event of an incident. The Company will ensure that enough First Aid Kits are made
available for the workers on site.

7.6 SITE AMENITIES
The site amenities and office will be supplied by Huas Builders along with potable water andelectricity.
The amenities will be maintained in a clean and hygienic manner during the course of the Project.

8.0 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS & SUBSTANCES
The site will be inspected prior to demolition works and all hazmat removal works will be conducted
following establishment on site.
All residual ACMs and any other contaminants discovered during the demolition processes will be
removed in accordance with statutory requirements and specific Work Method Statements will be
8

developed for their removal.
Disposal of these materials will occur at a licensed facility and will be tracked under the current EPA
waste tracking requirements for asbestos.
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9.0 DEMOLITION METHODOLOGY
Note: A Job Safety Analysis (JSA) will be undertaken with the work crew for each activity. Each JSA, along
with the associated WMS (if required) and supporting documentation (work permits and sub- permits,
engineering drawings & specifications, lift studies etc.) will form part of the “Work Pack” which will be
generated prior to commencement of any activity.

In addition to the requirements outlined below, all works will be undertaken in accordance with
the conditions of consent for Powerhouse Parramatta (SSD10416), in particular the
requirements of Schedule 2, Part D.
The general staging and sequencing of the works is outlined below:

9.1 SITE ESTABLISHMENT
In this stage of works, activities such as setting up of the Demolition Controlled Zone(s) and Processing
Area(s), mobilisation of plant and equipment, establishment of site amenities and offices will be
completed.

9.2 ISOLATION OF UTILITY SERVICES
Specialist contractors will be engaged to disconnect all required utility services prior to any demolition
works commencing.
Any services that are identified to remain will be protected.

9.3 ASBESTOS REMOVAL
Asbestos containing areas will be isolated and then removed as recorded in the HAZMAT surveys. These
removal works will be performed concurrently with soft strip out works, these works will be completed
as per SafeWork Code of Practice: How to Safely Remove Asbestos and a Clearance Certificate will be
issued by a Licenced Asbestos Assessor to verify removal upon completion of works.

9.4 DEMOLITION WORKS
The structure will be deconstructed in accordance with the Relocation Framework Methodology Plan at
Appendix 1.

9.5 ARCHAEOLOGICAL STUDY
Haus Builders will provide assistance in the archaeological study by providing machinery, plant, labour
and operators to the Project Archaeologist. A safe facility for storage of the artefacts and tools will also
be provided. Temporary fencing and barriers will be also procured.

9.6 DEMOBILISATION
When all the works have been completed, work areas made good and handed over to INSW, the plant
and equipment will be progressively removed from site and relocated to another project site or to the
Company main laydown yard.

9.7 STRUCTURAL ENGINEERING REQUIREMENTS
There is no foreseen requirement for structural engineering on this project.

9.8 MAJOR PLANT & EQUIPMENT
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The following outlines a list of the proposed plant and equipment to be used for the works:
• 1x 7t excavator
• 2 x 4WD Site Vehicles;
• Site Amenities.
9.9 TRANSPORTATION
Heritage fabric will be packed and transported to the designated storage facility.
General demolition waste material will be loaded into trucks for disposal at a licensed facility.

9.10 RECYCLING AND WASTE MANAGEMENT
All scrap steel material will be transported to an offsite scrap recycling facility.
All general demolition waste will be transported offsite by licensed contractor(s) to a lawful disposal
landfill. All waste will be tracked with disposal dockets recorded.

9.11 REGULATORY AUTHORITY NOTIFICATION
SafeWork NSW will be notified on the prescribed form and in the prescribed manner of the intention of
the Company to undertake the following Demolition and Asbestos Removal Works.
The regulator will be provided with a notification at least five (5) days prior to work commencing as
prescribed.

10.0 REGULATORY AUTHORITY NOTIFICATION
SafeWork NSW will be notified on the prescribed form and in the prescribed manner the intention of
the company to undertake the following works:
•
•

Demolition Works;
Asbestos Removal Works.

The regulator will be provided with a notification at least 5 days prior to work commencing as prescribed.
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11.0 SAFETY AND ENVIRONMENTAL RISK CONTROL
11.1 DEMOLITION RISK ASSESSEMENT WORKPSHOP
A Demolition Risk Assessment Workshop (DRAW) workshop will be undertaken prior to work
commencing to identify the high-level Safety and Environmental risks that are likely to be encountered
during the works.
The site team undertaking the DRAW will include, but not be limited to, the following:
• Project Director;
• Site Supervisor;
• HSEQ Representative;
• Client Representatives.
The DRAW will then be used by the site team as the foundation for the development of a Job Safety
Analysis (JSA) for each specific task involved with the project.
The DRAW is a live document and will undergo review/changes as additional risks are identified or the
job changes.

11.2 PROTECTIVE MEASURES
Barricading
The perimeter of the defined Demolition Controlled Zones will be barricaded and sign posted to prevent
unauthorised access. Only persons with the authority of the Site Supervisor may enter the areas. Call- up
signs will be installed at each entry to the Demolition Controlled Zone.
Spotters
During the demolition works, spotters may be stationed as required for specific activities, as determined by
the management team.
Environmental Controls
See Environmental Management Plan under separate cover.

11.3 EMERGENCY RESPONSE
An emergency response plan will be developed prior to the commencement of work. An emergency
muster point will also be identified on site.

11.4 DAILY CHECK ITEMS
Before Commencing
• All openings and elevated free edges are properly guarded.
• Any temporary bracing or propping and the like are stable and secure.
• All fire and safety services are operational where required and other services not required have
been safely disconnected.
• Any hazardous substances have been removed and correctly disposed of.
• Lines of communication to the supervisor are clear and operational.
• All emergency access routes are clear of debris and clearly marked.
Before Leaving Site
• All partly demolished plant and or structures are secure and stable.
• All demolished materials have been removed or secured against high winds.
• All fires or burning embers have been properly extinguished.
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•
•
•
•

All emergency access routes are clear of debris and clearly marked.
All boundaries have been secured against unlawful entry.
All areas outside of the deconstruction zone are clear of demolished materials and any hazard is
properly lit, guarded and clearly marked.
A daily close out meeting will be held to confirm all of the above.

11.5 SITE INDUCTIONS
All workers shall undergo a site-specific induction prior to commencing work.
All visitors will undergo a Visitor’s Induction prior to entering the site and will remainwith a fully inducted
person at all times.

11.6 WORK PERMITS
The company will use its own Work Permit (WP) system.
The WP register will be made available to Hanson’s nominated representative on request. It will include,
but not limited to:
• Hot work (drilling, grinding, cutting);
• Working at height (above 2 m);
• Confined space entry;
• Excavation and Penetrations;
• Hazardous Work Permit;
• Crane work box.

11.7 WORK AREA INSPECTION
Work area inspections shall be undertaken on a weekly basis by Supervisor and HSEQ personnel as a
minimum.

11.8 ASBESTOS AIR MONITORING (WHERE FRIABLE IS PRESENT)
No friable asbestos has been identified in the “HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT REGISTER”.
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Introduction

Advisian Pty Ltd (Advisian) has been engaged by Infrastructure NSW (INSW) to prepare this Relocation
Framework and Methodology Plan (RFMP) to satisfy the requirements of Condition B2 in the
Development Consent issued on 11 February 2021 for the State Significant Development Application
(SSD-10416) for the construction and operation of the Powerhouse Parramatta located in the
Parramatta Central Business District (Parramatta CBD).
Condition B2 is provided in Table 1-1, with reference to where the requirements are addressed in this
RFMP which relates to the site selection, deconstruction and relocation of the heritage item “Willow
Grove (and potential archaeological site)”.
Table 1-1 Condition B2 of the development consent for SSD-10416.
Condition B2
No work shall commence on the deconstruction of Willow Grove
until a detailed Relocation Framework and Methodology Plan
(RFMP) for the site selection, deconstruction and relocation of
Willow Grove is prepared by the Applicant and submitted to and
approved by the Planning Secretary. The RFMP must include (but
shall not be limited to):

Where Addressed in this RFMP
Section 2.

(a) a detailed outline of the site selection process,
development approvals pathways and consultation that
will be undertaken to determine a new site for Willow
Grove, including the Phillip Street front fence
(b) detailed engineering and heritage assessment(s) to
determine the methodology for the deconstruction and
relocation process, with input from a suitably qualified
heritage specialist and/or a heritage engineer for
sensitive demolition and relocation works and with
reference to the Willow Grove Conservation
Management Plan and the Addendum Statement of
Heritage Impact prepared by Advisian (October 2020);

Section 3.

(c) detailed consideration of the impact and mitigation
measures required to avoid and minimise impacts of the
deconstruction and relocation process of heritage fabric

Section 4.

(d) details regarding the storage of the retained fabric

Section 5.

(e) details of the engagement of a suitably qualified heritage
specialist to oversee the deconstruction, relocation and
reconstruction of Willow Grove. The heritage specialist
shall be retained for the duration of the works and shall
not be changed without prior written notice and
approval of the Planning Secretary.

Section 6.

This RFMP has been prepared in consultation with the appointed contractor responsible for the
deconstruction and relocation of Willow Grove.

5

2

Relocation process

This section describes the site selection process, development approvals pathways and consultation
that will be undertaken to determine a new site for Willow Grove.
Guidance in relation to the treatment of heritage items is provided within the Burra Charter (Australia
ICOMOS, 2013): The relocation of a heritage item is described in ‘Article 9. Location:’
“9.1 The physical location of a place is part of its cultural significance. A building, work or other
element of a place should remain in its historical location. Relocation is generally
unacceptable unless this is the sole practical means of ensuring its survival.”
As outlined in the Statement of Heritage Impact for Powerhouse Parramatta (Advisian, 2020), the
physical location of Willow Grove is part of its history along with the significant associations and
meanings between the local community and the place.
Whilst retention in place is preferable, the State Significant Development Application for Powerhouse
Parramatta outlined the reasons why retention of Willow Grove within the Powerhouse site is not
possible. This was considered as part of the assessment and the Conditions of Consent for Powerhouse
Parramatta confirm approval for the relocation of Willow Grove.
The relocation of Willow Grove will aim to maintain the conservation values of the heritage item,
having careful regard to site selection factors such as setting. These factors are described in Section
2.1.

Site selection process
A range of factors have been considered to guide the site selection process for Willow Grove and to
ensure that the conservation values of the heritage item are maintained, as far as practicable.

2.1.1

Site selection factors

Article 9.3 of the Burra Charter states that:
“9.3 If any building, work or other element is moved, it should be moved to an appropriate
location and given an appropriate use. Such action should not be to the detriment of any
place of cultural significance.”
The new site for Willow Grove must assist in retaining heritage significance and allow for appropriate
adaptive re-use. The site must:
•

allow for an appropriate setting for Willow Grove on sizeable land to accommodate the
building, the Phillip Street front fence and landscaped surrounds, similar to existing conditions

•

allow for continuous care of the building through access for maintenance and repair

•

maintain sufficient curtilage around the building with sympathetic surrounding uses to ensure
the surrounds do not detract from its heritage significance

6

•

ensure an appropriate and sympathetic relationship between the built form of the relocated
Willow Grove and any existing buildings, structures and spaces on the selected site or
adjoining sites

•

be located within the Parramatta Local Government Area.

A range of other factors will guide the site selection process for Willow Grove, as described below.

Planning
The new site must not be located on land that is subject to natural hazards which may detract from
heritage significance in the event of a disaster. Hazards may include flooding or bushfire-prone land.
Section 10.7 planning certificates will be obtained to assist in short-listing potential sites, and
appropriate consideration will be given to land use zone objectives described in the Parramatta Local
Environmental Plan 2011.

Site attributes
The new site must have an appropriate setting within a publicly accessible location to provide for
community benefit through an appropriate adaptive reuse. The setting shall link to other civic facilities
in Parramatta including (but not limited to) institutions, key spaces, parks or libraries. The curtilage at
the new site shall enable sufficient space for plantings, landscaping and the Phillip Street front fence as
a form of historical interpretation of the previous setting.
The landform at the new site must permit an appropriate use for Willow Grove. For these purposes, it
is considered that flat, vegetated ground with minimal rocky outcrops would be preferred. Vegetation
clearing at the new site may be required to accommodate the building and its landscaped setting.
Desirable attributes for the new site that will be considered include:
•

the visual catchment at the new site including views to other local places and streetscapes in
Parramatta and the Parramatta River

•

location near other buildings with similar historical uses to Willow Grove in the Parramatta
Local Government Area.

Accessibility
The new site must be within a publicly accessible location to provide an ongoing opportunity for the
community to experience and appreciate the heritage significance of Willow Grove, particularly
through an appropriate adaptive reuse.

Ownership
All appropriate sites will be considered regardless of existing ownership. However, priority may be
given to sites under NSW Government ownership as this may ensure that transfer can occur within a
timely manner to permit the reconstruction of Willow Grove.
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Potential future uses
The new site will provide for an appropriate use such as an adaptive re-use. It is recommended that an
appropriate use is considered as part of the site short-listing process in consultation with the
community and stakeholders. The use must respect the heritage significance of Willow Grove.

Management requirements
The new site, including Willow Grove, will be managed by the owner. The owner will be responsible for
the continuous care of the place such as through maintenance and repair.

Development approvals pathways
The reconstruction of Willow Grove at the new site and its future uses are expected to require the
submission of a Development Application(s) (DA) and accompanying assessments to the City of
Parramatta Council for planning approval. It is expected that the DA package will include:
•

Statement of Environmental Effects (SEE)

•

architectural and landscape drawings

•

design report

•

Statement of Heritage Impact (SoHI)

•

site assessments such as geotechnical, contamination and services or utility reports

•

structural engineering assessment

•

landscape character and visual impact assessment.

The DA will be placed on public exhibition for a period to be determined by the consent authority.

Consultation
The site selection consultation strategy for the relocation of Willow Grove will be based around a
short-listed number of sites. The consultation process will provide an overview of the sites’
characteristics as well as opportunities and constraints. The Applicant will seek feedback on these
opportunities and constraints to assist in determining the selected site.
The following parties will be targeted for consultation:
•

City of Parramatta Council

•

Registered Aboriginal Parties for the Powerhouse Parramatta project

•

community and stakeholders that have registered for project updates on Powerhouse
Parramatta

•

the broader Parramatta local government area community

•

organisations, groups and individuals who provided submissions to the exhibition of the
Powerhouse Parramatta State Significant Development Application.
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Consultation activities will include:
•

targeted stakeholder meetings and workshops

•

online community workshops

•

email, newsletter and factsheet updates to disseminate information and encourage feedback.

Awareness for the consultation process will be raised through:
•

advertising through local Parramatta channels (online and social media)

•

email updates to stakeholders and community members registered on existing project
databases

•

working with City of Parramatta Council to distribute information to established groups and
potentially interested parties.

The consultation process will be undertaken within six months of the commencement of works at
Powerhouse Parramatta and occur over a three-month period. The consultation period is to be
extended by two weeks if it falls within one week of 25 December. This timing will ensure the updated
RFMP required under Condition D1 of the Development Consent addresses the feedback received in
relation to site selection.

Determining site selection
The activities and factors outlined in Sections 2.1 - 2.3 will be utilised by the Applicant to arrive at a
selected site for the relocation of Willow Grove. The feedback received from consultation will inform
the site selection process in order to refine opportunities and constraints associated with the shortlisted sites. The Applicant shall prepare an itemised record of the feedback received including
confirmation of how the feedback has been considered, where the feedback is or is not adopted and
include reasons. This record will be submitted in support of the updated RFMP required under
Condition D1 of the Development Consent.
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3

Methodology for deconstruction and relocation

This section describes engineering and heritage assessment(s) undertaken to determine the
methodology for the deconstruction and relocation of Willow Grove, having regard to the following:
•

the Willow Grove Conservation Management Plan (CMP)

•

the Addendum Statement of Heritage Impact prepared by Advisian (October, 2020).

The Addendum Statement of Heritage Impact (Advisian, 2020) described a Heritage Management
Strategy for the potential relocation of Willow Grove. It outlined the considerations associated with the
relocation and conservation of Willow Grove in accordance with a practical understanding of The Burra
Charter and NSW Heritage Office guidelines. Considerations that have informed the preparation of this
RFMP include:
•

potential relocation sites within an appropriate setting

•

conservation of historical archaeological potential at Willow Grove

•

conservation of significant elements identified in the Willow Grove CMP

•

treatment of contents, fixtures and objects at Willow Grove during the deconstruction and
relocation process.

The following methodologies relate to the original 1880s two-storey villa, the Phillip Street front fence
including foundations and columns, the single room extension at the western elevation, and the raised
sandstone garden beds. All other building additions including the rear 1990s glazed courtyard and the
auditorium would be demolished; these additions detract from heritage significance1.
The methodologies have been developed and will be undertaken, as far as practicable, in accordance
with ‘Article 3. Cautious approach’ of the Burra Charter, which requires “changing as much as necessary
but as little as possible”. It is proposed to generally deconstruct and reuse as much existing fabric
(except for intrusive fabric) as possible for the reconstructed building and landscaped setting.
In addition, it is recommended that Willow Grove be recorded during deconstruction and relocation as
a record of changes to the heritage item and its relationship to context and setting. The recording will
also capture the reconstruction of Willow Grove on its new site.

Retention of fabric
It is recommended that fabric of ‘high’ significance as identified in the Willow Grove Conservation
Management Plan (CMP) (FORM Architects, 2017) is retained. The grading of significant fabric is shown
in Table 3-1 – Table 3-3, and fabric of high significance is shown in red in Figure 3-1 – Figure 3-2.
Four-paneled doors and hardware (identified as being of ‘little’ significance) and the single room
extension at the western elevation (‘moderate’ significance) shall be retained; these additions and
alterations to the fabric of Willow Grove are evidence of its history and uses which are considered to
be part of its heritage significance.

1

Willow Grove Conservation Management Plan (FORM Architects, 2017).
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In addition, moveable heritage such as contents, fixtures and objects at Willow Grove will be
considered for retention. It provides historical information about the place; given that it is portable,
moveable heritage may be removed or discarded during changes of ownership, fashion and use.
Examples of this type of heritage at Willow Grove include fireplaces (cast iron inserts and remnant tiles)
and doors. These elements will be retained and incorporated into the reconstruction of Willow Grove.
Table 3-1 Grading of significant fabric (Source: FORM Architects, 2017).
Ranking

Grading

Justification

Status

A

Exception (E) illustrated
as yellow on the plan

Recent fabric, which adversely affects the
significance of the site.

Fulfils criteria for local or
state listing.

B

High (H) illustrated as
red on the plan

High degree of original fabric.
Demonstrates a key element of the item’s
significance. Alterations do not detract
from significance.

Fulfils criteria for local or
state listing.

C

Moderate (M)
illustrated as green on
the plan

Altered or modified elements. Elements
with little heritage value, but which
contributes to the overall significance of
the item.

Fulfils criteria for local or
state listing.

D

Little (L) illustrated as
blue on the plan

Alterations detract from significance.
Difficult to interpret.

Does not fulfil criteria for
local or state listing.

INT

Intrusive (I) illustrated
as white on the plan

Damaging to the item’s heritage
significance.

Does not fulfil criteria for
local or state listing

Table 3-2 External significant fabric (Source: FORM Architects, 2017).
Ranking

Element Prefix

Description

Rating

Colour

B

FF

Front Fence to Phillip Street (including
rendered columns, palisade fence and
gates)

High

Red

C

BF

Boundary Fences, various including
masonry to northern boundary

Little

Blue

B

LS1

Established landscaping: Trees: Conifer,
Jacaranda, Poplars and Camphor laurel
(Note: these items cannot be relocated).

High

Red

C

LS2

Infill landscaping

Little

Blue

C

LS3

Landscaping bordering to raise beds
(remnant sandstone)

Moderate

Green

B

RC

Roof covering (residence and verandah)

High

Red

B

Chm

Chimney including, pots

High

Red

B

Rpw

Rendered painted walls

High

Red

B

Dhw

Double hung windows

High

Red
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Ranking

Element Prefix

Description

Rating

Colour

B

FDr

French doors with transom

High

Red

B

Edr

Entry doors with fixed highlights

High

Red

B

TFI

Tessellated tile floor covering
(terracotta edge border-Moderate)

High

Red

C

LT

Lean-to extension western façade,
single room

Moderate

Green

D

Rp

Raised concrete platform to auditorium,
southeast of room

Little

Blue

INT

GCp

Glazed canopy (external and internal
envelope) to courtyard including, fixing
fixings into original wall structure.
Paving units to courtyard ranking (D)
Little (blue)

Intrusive

White

B

FV

Front verandah including cast iron
columns, decorative frieze timber
structure to upper floor

High

Red

D

Aud

Auditorium (external and internal
envelope) including fixings and
flashings to western end of original two
store extension

Little

Blue

D

Str

Storage building attached to northern
side of Auditorium and Glazed
courtyard

Little

Blue

Furthermore, the gutters and downpipes are described in the CMP maintenance schedules as recent
‘Colourbond’ type elements in good condition. However, the downpipe on the projecting bay is
deteriorated and needs replacing. These elements are considered to be of ‘moderate’ significance as
they are of little heritage value but contribute to the function of the building.
Table 3-3 Internal significant fabric (Source: FORM Architects, 2017).
Ranking

Element Prefix

Description

Rating

Colour

B

Spa

Spatial arrangements of original
residence

High

Red

INT

Fcv

Floor covering to all original spaces, i.e.
floating laminate floor

Intrusive

White

B

Dcl

Decorative ceiling including Rose

High

Red

B

RPW

Rendered painted walls

High

Red

B

Tar

Timber architraves and skirting

High

Red

D

Pbc

Plasterboard ceiling

Little

Blue
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Ranking

Element Prefix

Description

Rating

Colour

B

Drp

Internal door opening including original
operable transom window and
mechanisms

High

Red

D

Dr

Internal four panels door and hardware

Little

Blue

Int

Op

Internal opening between rooms

Intrusive

White

Int

Ptw

Internal partitions walls
(masonry/plasterboard) to amenities
spaces

Intrusive

White

Int

Ftm

Internal fitments to bathroom and
kitchen spaces

Intrusive

White

B

Fp

Internal fireplace surround, including
cast iron insert, remnant tiles around
insert and to hearth

High

Red

B

Stc

Internal timber staircase, including
newel post, balustrades, handrail,
skirting, timber infill below stairs and
treads/risers

High

Red

B

Dar

Decorative arch leading to stairs

High

Red

D

LT

Pendant light (x4 bulb or other)

Little

Blue

D

Wco

Window covering (curtains/blinds)

Intrusive

White
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Figure 3-1 Significant fabric on the ground floor of Willow Grove (Source: FORM Architects, 2017).

Figure 3-2 Significant fabric on the first floor of Willow Grove (Source: FORM Architects, 2017).
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Methodology for deconstruction
The methodology for deconstruction would comprise the following key steps:

3.2.1

Planning and pre-construction works

The major planning and pre-construction works would generally be as follows:
1.

building surveying and cataloguing, including Building Information Modelling (BIM). BIM
would involve laser scanning of Willow Grove to obtain three-dimensional digital surveys and
digital datasets which maps the fabric. It would allow for the exploration of potential
interventions to fabric, inform decision-making and the base for the creation of numbered
drawings for the deconstruction process

2.

investigation of existing timber (i.e. flooring, ceiling, skirting, architraves, windows and roof
truss members) and slate roof tiles to identify salvageable material and/or suitable
replacement species types due to fabric decay. This would involve taking representative timber
samples from non-visible areas, where possible, for analysis. This process would also ensure
that any replacements are sourced prior to removal as lead times can be lengthy

3.

testing of mortar, render and plaster to identify chemical compositions and suitable
replacement materials. This would involve taking representative samples for analysis

4.

creation of molds of in-situ significant fabric such as the cornices and decorative hallway and
room arches as a record of their geometry and detail. The molds will be utilised to reproduce
the elements should removal of such elements not be possible in their entirety

5.

paint testing to identify potential for lead contamination

6.

removal of contaminated materials including lead-based paint and asbestos. This would be
undertaken by suitably experienced personnel. Formal clearance would be issued once
materials have been removed to allow for the continuation of works.

3.2.2

Deconstruction

The major deconstruction works would generally be as follows:
1.

demolition of elements that are identified as being of ‘little’ significance (blue) or ‘intrusive’
(white). The demolition of these elements would first separate the structures from any heritage
fabric prior to removal by machinery

2.

install and move scaffolding around the building during the deconstruction works

3.

remove established landscaping, except those identified for retention including the mature
Conifer, which is to be maintained as part of its retention

4.

label and dismantle in segments the front fence to Phillip Street including the rendered
columns, palisade fence and gates. The dismantled segments including any cut iron lacing
would be numbered and wrapped in appropriate material and palletised for storage

5.

label and dismantle doors, ceilings and windows, and store on timber pallets. Labelling would
be undertaken in accordance with the numbered drawings and recorded in the BIM
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6.

label and dismantle staircase, fireplaces and surrounds, light fixtures, and store on timber
pallets. Labelling would be undertaken in accordance with the numbered drawings and
recorded in the BIM

7.

label and carefully dismantle the roof including slate tiles, timber truss members, gutters and
downpipes, and store on timber pallets. External scaffolding would be erected to safely access
the roof. Labelling would be undertaken in accordance with the numbered drawings and
recorded in the BIM

8.

label and dismantle brick masonry walls in sections (beginning at the roof line), and chimneys,
and store on timber pallets. Labelling would be undertaken in accordance with the numbered
drawings and recorded in the BIM. Temporary wall supports would be utilised during
deconstruction. Existing mortar and render would be carefully removed using a mallet and
chisel. At ground level, foundation stones would be labelled, removed and palletised

9.

label and dismantle original timber floors (ground and first floors and first floor verandah), and
store on timber pallets. Labelling would be undertaken in accordance with numbered drawings
and recorded in the BIM. Original timber floors would be removed via separation of
floorboards from the floor structure with the floating laminate floor kept in place to provide
protection to the original timbers floors. Any flagstones would also be labelled, removed and
palletised. Conduct archaeological investigation of the underlying ground floor surface and
salvage any archaeological remains

10. label and dismantle tessellated tile verandah flooring and store on timber pallets. Labelling
would be undertaken in accordance with the numbered drawings and recorded in the BIM.
All timber and plaster fabric must be kept dry and would be stored in steel storage containers.
Larger timber fabric such as roof truss members would be stored off the ground on racks and
wrapped. Other fabric less sensitive to deterioration such as brick masonry and slate tiles may be
covered with polyethylene or tarpaulin, as appropriate. All timber fabric must be stored in termite
proof conditions.
Fabric will be tagged with individual identifiers as it is removed from Willow Grove before it is
packaged for transport and storage. The identifiers will be annotated on hard copy plans and/or
elevations as fabric is tagged. The annotations will then be recorded in the BIM so that hard copy
and electronic records are available. The BIM will retain all details of recorded fabric in terms of its
size and location within Willow Grove, including the unique identifier.
Finally, it is recognised that some original fabric will not be reused within the reconstructed
building as the deconstruction process will not enable such reuse. This includes the brickwork
mortar and render as well as non-salvageable timber and plaster components.

Methodology for relocation and reconstruction
The methodology for relocation and reconstruction would comprise the following key steps:
1.

transport of deconstructed fabric via trucks from the nominated storage site to the new site. A
forklift and/or crane would be used to load and unload timber pallets and/or storage
containers. In addition, a tracking register with relevant information on each timber pallet
and/or container would be implemented to track movements between sites.
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2.

reconstruction would generally involve the following work packages:
a.

pre-reconstruction works
•

develop a methodology that specifies structural engineering and architectural
requirements (with supporting reports and drawings) for the reconstructed
building and new landscaped setting and detail all salvageable material
and/or suitable replacement materials that are to be utilised. Advisian will
provide advice on suitable replacement materials procured by the appointed
contractor. All replacement materials will be physically and visually compatible
with existing fabric, as far as practicable.

b. reconstruction of Willow Grove on engineered foundations
•

c.

once the new site is selected, subsurface foundation works would be
undertaken in accordance with the structural engineering and architectural
drawings. The external walls would be first reconstructed using brick masonry.
The roof truss members would then be lifted into place using a crane, slate
tiles reinstalled and the roof covered to mitigate the risk of weather delays.
Internal walls would then be reconstructed.

internal and external fit-out of Willow Grove for an appropriate use
•

following completion of wet trades, internal fittings such as flooring, windows,
ceilings, joinery and doors would be installed. Other internal fittings to suit the
appropriate use would be undertaken progressively such as bathrooms,
kitchens, amenities, cabinetry and lighting. Finally, landscaping would be
carried out to suit the new site’s setting incorporating the salvaged front
fence, gates and raised sandstone garden beds.

Construction processes
The following key construction processes for different types of fabric would be utilised during
deconstruction and reconstruction of Willow Grove.

3.4.1

Masonry
Mortar mix

Based on the age of Willow Grove, the existing mortar between the bricks (and beneath the existing
render) is likely lime-based, which is softer than cementitious mortar and would be expected to enable
relatively easier deconstruction of masonry.
Testing of the existing mortar would be undertaken during the pre-construction phase to ensure the
chemical composition of the new mortar mix is compatible with existing mortar and bricks. The new
mortar mix would be used during reconstruction of the brick walls.

Brick walls and chimneys
Lead-based paint may be present on painted brick wall surfaces and would be removed during the
pre-construction phase. In addition, all replacement mortar and render would be based on sample
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testing undertaken during the pre-construction phase. Analysis of the testing would identify the
chemical compositions of existing materials and suitable replacement materials.
Prior to removal, measured numbered drawings will be prepared illustrating in plan and elevation, the
precise location, layout and size of the brick walls and how they are integrated into the building
structure. Sections of the walls of the building are to be numbered and collapsed and the bricks from
each section are to be cleaned and stacked in order on pallets. All existing render and mortar will be
removed using a mallet and chisel to ensure all bricks are clean and ready for reinstallation.
In addition, wall features such as vents would be dismantled, stored and reused.
The chimneys would also be removed above the roof line as either a single piece (depending on
condition of rendered brick and lime mortar), or the fabric dismantled, cleaned, stored and reused.

Sandstone
Lead-based paint may be present on painted sandstone surfaces and would be removed during the
pre-construction phase.
Existing sandstone such as foundation stones, the Phillip Street front fence including foundations and
columns, and raised sandstone garden beds would be removed, stored and reused.
The Phillip Street front fence (and gates) would be removed from the foundations and columns. The
foundations and columns would be removed either in its entirety (if sandstone) or dismantled (if brick).
Exploratory works would be undertaken initially at a fence post to determine the nature and depth of
the foundations.
In addition, the raised sandstone garden beds would be labelled in accordance with numbered
drawings and recorded in the BIM, removed, stored and reused for landscaping at the new site.

3.4.2

Fittings

The principle for various internal fittings is described below. Existing fixings such as nails, screws and
bolts would generally be removed and replaced.

Flooring
The existing laminate floor coverings would be retained during the deconstruction process to provide
protection for the original timber floors beneath. The laminate floor coverings would be disposed of
when no longer required. The underlying original timber floors would be removed via separation of
each plank from the floor structure, stored and reused. Investigation of existing timber would be
undertaken during the pre-construction phase to identify salvageable planks and/or suitable
replacement species types due to fabric decay.

Windows and doors
All windows, doors, architraves and transoms would be removed, stored and reused. Investigation of
existing timber would be undertaken during the pre-construction phase to identify salvageable
window components and/or suitable replacement species types due to fabric decay. In addition, leadbased paint may be present and would be removed during the pre-construction phase.
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New fixings would be used for refitting the windows and doors. However, existing window and door
hardware would be reused; hardware includes sash cords and weights, window locks and hook lifts,
door latches, handles and hinges. All existing hardware would be inspected prior to removal of the
windows and doors.

Ceilings
Investigation of existing ceilings including timber components would be undertaken during the preconstruction phase to identify salvageable material and/or suitable replacement species types due to
fabric decay. The outermost ceiling lining would be removed to expose the upper ceiling structure
(which may be timber) and conduct the investigation. The original ceiling structure would be
dismantled, stored and reused.
Where the ceiling contains a ceiling rose, it would be labelled in accordance with the numbered
drawings and recorded in the BIM, and then removed as a single piece, stored and reused.
In addition, the decorative ceiling at the single room extension at the western elevation would be
removed as either a single piece, or in sections, stored and reused.

Cornices and skirting boards
A sample of each cornice type would be removed, stored and used to reconstruct cornices using
suitable replacement materials.
Lead-based paint may be present on timber skirting boards and would be removed during the preconstruction phase.
Skirting would be removed in one piece from each room, numbered, stored and reused. Where
skirting cannot be salvaged, investigation of existing timber would be undertaken during the preconstruction phase to identify suitable replacement species types due to fabric decay.

Archways
Decorative and plain archways would be removed, stored and reused.

Staircase
The staircase including posts, balustrade, timber floors and timber side panels would be removed,
stored and reused. It would be removed either as a single piece or in sections and labelled in
accordance with the numbered drawings and recorded in the BIM.

Fireplaces
All fireplaces including cast iron inserts, remnant tiles and timber trim would be carefully removed,
stored and reused. Where existing tiles have already been lost or significantly damaged, suitable
replacement tiles would be sourced for installation.

3.4.3

Verandahs

The tessellated tile floor and terracotta edge border at the ground floor verandah would be labelled in
accordance with the numbered drawings and recorded in the BIM. Prior to removal of the tessellated
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tile floor, exploratory works would be undertaken initially of a small section to determine its subsurface nature and inform the removal methodology in order to minimise the extent of damage during
removal that would likely be carried out in sections.
The ground and first floor verandahs including columns, frieze and timber structure would be
removed, stored and reused. Investigation of existing timber would be undertaken during the preconstruction phase to identify salvageable timber structure components and/or suitable replacement
species types due to fabric decay.

3.4.4

Roof structure
Timber truss members

All fixings from the members would generally be removed and replaced. Investigation of existing
timber would be undertaken during the pre-construction phase to identify salvageable truss members
and/or suitable replacement species types due to fabric decay.

Slate tiles
Investigation of the slate roof tiles would be undertaken during the pre-construction phase to identify
the condition of the tiles. Where material is salvageable, the tiles would be removed, cleaned, stored
and reused. The sections of the removed roof tiles are to be numbered and the tiles from each section
are to be cleaned and stacked in order on pallets. Where material is damaged, the tiles would be
removed and disposed of, and new slate tiles and/or suitable replacement type procured.

Verandah
The first floor corrugated iron verandah roof would be removed, stored and reused. The removed
sections of the iron verandah roof are to be numbered and stacked in order on pallets.

3.4.5

Services

All existing services would generally be removed and disposed of; unless they are of heritage
significance, in which case they would be stored and reused. Existing lighting would be safely
disconnected, stored and reused.

3.4.6

Landscaping

Existing hard landscaping features such as the raised sandstone garden beds would be labelled in
accordance with numbered drawings and recorded in the BIM, removed, stored and reused for the
new landscaped setting incorporating the front fence and gates. The new landscaped setting is to be
similar to that of the current setting, where possible, with suitable plantings to be selected.

Quality control
Quality control would be implemented and monitored by the appointed contractor for the duration of
the works in conjunction with the Heritage Specialist. In addition, the appointed contractor’s
construction program would include ‘hold points’ allowing the Heritage Specialist to make informed
decisions on deconstruction and relocation processes.
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Engineering
The deconstruction works and methodology has been informed by specialist heritage and building
personnel. An engineering assessment of the methodology for deconstruction cannot be undertaken
in relation to the conservation of heritage fabric. Rather, engineering assessments will be undertaken
as the works progress to ensure the maintenance of safe work practices.
Engineering resources will be required to assist in the reconstruction process of Willow Grove. This will
be particularly relevant in relation to the structural integrity of the building as reconstructed. Highlevel civil and structural engineering groundwork considerations for the reconstruction process are
outlined below:
Topographic survey
A topographic survey would be undertaken to inform the Architect in selecting an appropriate building
position, orientation and floor level within the selected site.
Geotechnical investigation
A geotechnical investigation and accompanying report would be prepared to determine the nature of
subsurface material at the selected site. It would also include recommendations for the type of
footings to be provided; this may include reinstallation as existing, or construction of piled, strip
footing and/or grade slabs, or raft slab and/or footings.
Services
The location of new services (i.e. above or belowground) and connection to existing utilities would
need to be considered. Services would include electricity, gas, water, sewage and telecommunications.
Building compliance
Reconstruction works would need to be compliant with any Australian Codes or Australian Standards
(AS) which may be specified by the relevant Regulator. These may include:
•

National Construction Code (NCC) / Building Code of Australia (BCA)

•

Australian Standards including:
o

AS 2870–2011 – Residential slabs and footing

o

AS 3600 – Concrete structures

o

AS 1170 – Structural design actions

o

AS 3700 – Masonry Structures

o

AS1720 – Timber Structures

o

AS4100 – Steel Structures.

It is expected that these groundwork considerations and other additional considerations will be further
developed at a later stage by specialists such as the Heritage Specialist, Architect and Engineer, and
will accompany Condition D1 of the Development Consent in relation to the reconstruction of Willow
Grove at the selected site.
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4

Impacts and mitigation measures

This section describes the impacts of the deconstruction and relocation of Willow Grove, and the
proposed mitigation measures to avoid and minimise these impacts. These are described in Table 4-1.
Table 4-1 Impacts and mitigation measures
Impact
Damage to
significant fabric
during
deconstruction

Cause

Mitigation Measure

Incorrect deconstruction
methodology for masonry
leading to cracking, spalling or
splitting.

Suitably qualified and experienced construction
personnel will undertake deconstruction works.

Deviation from deconstruction
methodology damaging
surrounding significant fabric.

Suitably qualified and experienced construction
personnel will undertake deconstruction works.

Fabric deteriorates due to
decay.

Investigation works would be undertaken during the
pre-construction phase to identify salvageable material
and/or suitable replacement materials.

Improper sequence of
deconstruction works.

The final sequencing of works will be developed by the
appointed contractor with input and approval from the
Heritage Specialist, based on the outcomes of the preconstruction works.

Loss of fabric as part of the
deconstruction process (i.e.
plaster, mortar, original
fixings).

An archival recording of Willow Grove will be prepared
prior to deconstruction. In addition, Willow Grove will
be photographically recorded during deconstruction to
capture key dismantling stages as record of changes to
fabric and its location within the building.

The appointed contractor will be briefed on the
heritage significance of Willow Grove prior to the
commencement of deconstruction works.

Deviations from the deconstruction methodology must
be approved by the Project Manager and the Heritage
Specialist prior to carrying out any deviation.

Investigation works would be undertaken during the
pre-construction phase to identify salvageable material
and/or suitable replacement materials.
Testing of mortar, render and plaster will be undertaken
during the pre-construction phase to identify suitable
replacement materials.
Damage to
significant fabric
during relocation
(i.e. handling and
loading)

Incorrect loading onto pallets
and/or containers.

Suitably qualified and experienced construction
personnel will handle significant fabric and operate
equipment.
Significant fabric would be suitably wrapped to provide
protection.

Equipment collides with fabric.

Suitably qualified and experienced construction
personnel will operate equipment.
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Impact

Cause
Equipment fails under heavy
load.

Mitigation Measure
Equipment sized to the weight of pallet with adequate
safety factor.
The maximum number of items assigned to a pallet will
be defined.

Damage to
significant fabric
during relocation
(i.e.
transportation)

Unsecured fabric on trucks.

Fabric will be properly secured (i.e. wrapped, tied-down
and with minimal space for lateral movement) prior to
loading onto trucks.

Traffic accident.

Suitably qualified and experienced truck drivers will
transport fabric.
Drivers will undergo regular fatigue management, drug
and alcohol testing.

Loss of significant
fabric as part of
relocation and
reconstruction
works

Improper methodology of
relocation and reconstruction.

The reconstruction methodology will specify structural
engineering and architectural requirements (with
supporting reports and drawings) for the reconstructed
building and new landscaped setting and detail all
salvageable material and/or suitable replacement
materials that are to be utilised. The methodology will
be prepared in accordance with the relevant articles of
The Burra Charter and the Heritage NSW guidelines.
Willow Grove will be photographically recorded during
reconstruction to capture key reconstruction stages as
records of progress.
The reconstruction of Willow Grove at the new site and
its future uses are to comply with all planning approvals
received for the works.

Deviation from relocation and
reconstruction methodology
damaging significant fabric.

Suitably qualified and experienced construction
personnel will undertake relocation and reconstruction
works.
Deviations from the relocation and reconstruction
methodology must be approved by the Project
Manager and the Heritage Specialist prior to carrying
out any deviation.

Fabric deteriorates due to
decay.

Fabric at the storage site is to be checked before
transportation to the recipient site to ensure no fabric is
missing or has deteriorated since the previous
stocktake.
A record and schedule of maintenance procedures is to
be prepared and implemented by the building owner.
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5

Storage of fabric

This section describes the storage of fabric retained during deconstruction and relocation processes.
Following deconstruction, all significant fabric must be carefully packaged and stored in accordance
with this procedure. A storage site will be nominated by the appointed contractor.
The procedure is described below:
1.

label fabric with an identification (ID) code referencing to the BIM catalogue in a manner
which does not damage the fabric:
a.

non-perishable tag fixed using a plastic tie around the fabric and/or;

b. permanent marker or pen on the non-visible rear face on non-porous fabric and/or;
c.

chisel mark on the non-visible rear face of porous stone.

2.

wrap fabric in a suitable material such as closed cell foam, polyethylene or tarpaulin

3.

write the ID code in permanent marker on the outer surface of the wrapping fabric

4.

place fabric in a numbered steel or timber storage container and/or on a timber pallet. An
inventory sheet of the container and/or pallet will be created, laminated and stapled or
screwed to the container and/or pallet on a readily visible surface once in storage

5.

a copy of the inventory sheets is to be bound in a folder and kept at the storage site for
reference when the storage site is accessed

6.

access to the storage site will require individuals to make a written request as well as describe
the purpose for access. Accordingly, access will be restricted to authorised persons. Fabric will
not be removed from the storage site without prior permission

7.

every year (if relevant), the storage site will be accessed by authorised persons and a condition
report and stocktake undertaken to ensure no fabric is missing or has begun to deteriorate

8.

provide appropriate security to the storage site throughout the duration of storage.
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6

Project oversight

This section describes the engagement of a suitably qualified Heritage Specialist to oversee the
deconstruction, relocation and reconstruction of Willow Grove.
INSW has engaged Advisian as Heritage Specialist for the duration of the works. The principal member
from Advisian to be responsible for project oversight holds relevant qualifications and experience in
heritage conservation.
During the deconstruction phase, the Heritage Specialist will provide advice to INSW and the
appointed contractor including:
•

provide briefing(s) to the appointed contractor on heritage significance

•

supervise the works by attendance at the deconstruction works site, as required

•

review and approve any deviations to the deconstruction methodology.

During the relocation and reconstruction phases, the Heritage Specialist will provide advice to INSW
and the appointed contractor including:
•

prepare an updated RFMP in accordance with Condition D1 for Planning Secretary approval
within 12 months of deconstruction

•

provide heritage impact assessment services for securing the required planning approvals for
the new site and future uses

•

provide briefing(s) to the appointed contractor on heritage significance

•

supervise the works by attendance at the new site, as required

•

review and approve any deviations to the relocation and reconstruction methodology.
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